“...an incredible variety of inventions come through the office, including unmanned vehicles, an ingredient for anti-aging cream and a bulletproof origami-inspired shield built to protect law enforcement.”

-MIKE ALDER

The Universe, *BYU Technology Transfer inventions become new startups* by Michaela Proctor, March 21, 2017

FEATURING LICENSES from 2016

ABI/BRIDGE DECK ASSESSMENTS

GO QUIET PRO//ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL

MOXTEK//HYDROPHOBIC COATING FOR OPTICAL LENSES

OKULAR//STATIONARY CAMERAS TO TRACK THE MOVEMENT OF OBJECTS

PRENDS//LEARNING ANALYTICS DASHBOARDS

THUNDER BIOTECH//IMMUNOTHERAPY FOR CANCER

TRANXEND//HANDHELD LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY

VYKON//MARKER-LESS MONITORING OF MOVEMENT DISORDERS

ABOUT TTO

BYU Technology Transfer protects and commercializes faculty-led inventions from Brigham Young University.

Licensing Specialists:

MIKE ALDER//CHEM&LIFE SCIENCES 801.422.3049
DAVE BROWN//SOFTWARE 801.422.4866
SPENCER ROGERS//ENGINEERING 801.422.3676

Administrative Staff:

COLLEEN KOHLER//ADMIN 801.422.6266
THAYLENE ROGERS//CONTROLLER 801.422.9240

BYU Technology Transfer
3760 HBLL
801.422.6266
byutto@byu.edu
tech-transfer.byu.edu